This paper answers some questions of D. Ross in R . In x1, we show that some consequences of the @ 0 or @ 1 special model axiom in R can not be proved by the isomorphism property for any cardinal . In x2, we show that with one exception, the @ 0 isomorphism property does imply the remaining consequences of the special model axiom in R . In x3, we improve a result in R by showing that the special model axiom is equivalent to the @ 0 special model axiom plus saturation. Let N be the set of all natural numbers. By a standard universe we mean the superstructure V ! N = S n2! V n with the 2" relation, where V 0 = N, a set of urelements, and V n+1 = V n S PV n . jV ! Nj = i ! . By a nonstandard universe we mean the image of V under Mostowski collapse, where V is an elementary extension of the standard universe truncated at 2 rank !. We use V;V 0 ; V ; V , etc. for standard or nonstandard universes. Note that each V contains a base set and a binary relation 2 V . We will not distinguish a nonstandard universe from its base set.
L; L 0 ; : : : for some rst order languages and A; B; : : : for models or structures with base sets or universes A ; B ; : : : .
Let N be the set of all natural numbers. By a standard universe we mean the superstructure V ! N = S n2! V n with the 2" relation, where V 0 = N, a set of urelements, and V n+1 = V n S PV n . jV ! Nj = i ! . By a nonstandard universe we mean the image of V under Mostowski collapse, where V is an elementary extension of the standard universe truncated at 2 rank !. We use V;V 0 ; V ; V , etc. for standard or nonstandard universes. Note that each V contains a base set and a binary relation 2 V . We will not distinguish a nonstandard universe from its base set.
We let N R be all natural real numbers and N V R V be all standard and nonstandard natural real numbers in V . If V is not explicitly given, we usually use N R instead of N V R V .
If P and Q are two linear orders, an order preserving map f : P 7 ,! Q is called a co nal coinitial embedding if f P is upper lower unbounded in Q. cfQ ciQ is the least cardinal such that the reverse order of can be co nally coinitially embedded into Q. We let cf N mean the co nality o f N with the usual order and ci N mean the coinitiality o f N , N with the usual order.
A set A is called internal in V if A is an element o f V . If V is not explicitly given, A is internal means A is an element of a nonstandard universe. An L structure A is 1 called internally presented in V if both the base set and interpretations under A of every symbolinL are internal in V . Note that the internally presented structure itself may not beinternal if L is in nite because an in nite sequence of internal sets can beexternal. Let V and V 0 betwo nonstandard universes. We let V V 0 mean that V 0 is the Mostowski collapse of the truncation at rank ! of an elementary extension of V . Let j : V 7 ,! V 0 be the corresponding embedding. Then for every formula x 1 ; : : : ; x n of L = h2i with only bounded quanti ers and any a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 V , V j = a 1 ; : : : ; a n i V 0 j = a 1 ; : : : ; a n . For an internal set A in V we use A V 0 for jA. If A = hA; P 2I i is internally presented in V , we use A V 0 for the structure hjA; jP 2I i. We use for elementary equivalence and = for isomorphism between two structures. Let A and B betwo structures. We let A B mean that A can beelementarily embedded into B and let A B mean that A is an elementary submodel of B. We call a sequence of models fA : g in a nonstandard universe an elementary chain if A 0 A 1 A . We call a sequence of nonstandard universes fV : g an elementary chain if V 0 V 1 : : : V : : : . Note that the elementary chain theorem works for . For 2 IP @ 0 = any two in nite internal sets have the same external cardinality. As all nonstandard universes considered in this paper will satisfy IP @ 0 , we denote by the common external cardinality of every in nite internal set in a nonstandard universe.
The proofs of these facts can be found in R . We expect that a copy of R is available to the reader. We refer to CK for the background in model theory and nonstandard universes. The author is very grateful to H. J. Keisler, A. W. Miller and C. W. Henson for valuable discussion and encouragement.
x1. IP does not imply SMA @ 0 In this section we show that Theorem 4.1, Corollary 4.2, Corollary 4.3, Corollary 4.4, Corollary 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 of R are not the consequences of IP for any cardinal . Reaching that goal we construct several nonstandard universes which satisfy IP but do not satisfy some consequences of SMA @ 0 or SMA @ 1 in R . Since the nonstandard universe of IP in H built by the ultralimit construction also satis es SMA , we have to nd another way of construction. Instead of the ultralimit construction we use just elementary extension and elementary chain arguments. Although these constructions take a little bit more time to make IP true, they give u s some kind of control of the saturation behavior of the nonstandard universes produced and hence, make some consequences of the special model axiom false.
First we show that IP does not imply Corollary 4.2 of R . Recall that denotes the common external cardinality o f e v ery in nite internal set in a given nonstandard universe. Corollary 4.2 of R says that there is a sequence hn : i which is increasing and co nal in N. Obviously, this implies cf = cf N.
Theorem 1 Let i ! be r egular. There exists a nonstandard universe V such that V satis es IP , = 2 and cfN V = .
Proof: Let V be the standard universe and F bea regular ultra lter over . Let V 0 bethe nonstandard universe which is isomorphic to the truncation at rank ! of V =F, the ultrapower of V over F. This is not necessary. It is only for simplicity. V 0 has the properties that jV 0 j = 2 and for any in nite set A in V , jA V 0 j = 2 . We now construct an elementary chain of nonstandard universes fV : g recursively such that for every : If we let V bethe union of that chain, then = 2 follows from 1, IP follows from 2 and cfN V = follows from 3. Proof: Almost same as the proof of Theorem 1 except that at the + 1 th stage we add a new in nite integer which is below every old in nite integers instead of adding one above every old integers. 2 Remarks: 1 IP does not imply Corollary 4.4 of R , which is a result under SMA @ 1 , because the co nality of all positive in nitesimals equals ci N.
2 As we will show that SMA is equivalent to SMA @ 0 plus saturation in x3
and IP implies saturation, SMA @ 0 is also false in the nonstandard universe built in Theorem 2.
In the nonstandard universes constructed in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, = 2 . Since cf2 , we need only build a chain of length to satisfy IP and destroy SMA @ 0 . If we want to lift IP to IP + and still keep = 2 , then we might need to build a chain of length + . But in this case cf2 may equal + and cause some trouble in destroying SMA @ 0 . For example, if 2 = + , then every internally presented L structure with jLj + is saturated because IP + implies + saturation and = + . So SMA + is true. Next we show what will happen when 2 + .
Theorem 3 Let i ! be r egular and 2 + . There exists a nonstandard universe V such that V satis es IP +, = 2 and SMA @ 0 is false in V .
Proof: Case 1: cf2 + .
We use the same method as in the proof of theorem 1 to construct an elementary chain of nonstandard universes with length + . Then V , the union of the chain, is a desired nonstandard universe.
Case 2: cf2 = + . We take the same V as in Case 1. V satis es IP +. We want to show that R V with the usual order is not special.
Suppose that R V has a specializing chain fR : 2 g. Since + 2 , R + is an element of the chain. Since R + is a dense linear order and is ++ saturated, then jR + j 2 + = 2 + = 2 f2 2 . That contradicts jR V j = = 2 . 2
Next we show that IP does not imply Corollary 4.7 of R , which s a ys that the set of all in nitesimals can be co nally embedded into N. Since we will prove Theorem 4.5 of R by IP @ 0 in x2, and Corollary 4.7 of R is a corollary of Theorem 4.5 of R in some sense, it seems promising that Corollary 4.7 of R is a consequence of the isomorphism property. But Corollary 4.7 of R is a result under SMA @ 1 while Theorem 4.5 of R is a result under only SMA @ 0 . The relation between them is not so simple. In the other hand, if Corollary 4.7 of R is true, then cf N = i N. But we found that this is not a consequence of IP . The lemma follows from the construction because by b, condition 1 is true; by c, condition 2 is true; by d, condition 3 is true; by e and f, condition 4 is true.
The reader will nd that d follows directly from the construction although it seems too much for condition 3.
Fix a bijection ' : + + 7 ,! + such that ';, which will be used for book keeping.
Suppose imply all of the remaining consequences of SMA @ 0 in R . Before giving the proofs we should mention two things. First, Corollary 5.3 of R is trivially true in every nonstandard universe because we can let the set S be all positive in nitesimals, which is external but for every positive in nitesimal , S T 0; i s i n ternal. Second, Theorem 5.4 of R is true in every nonstandard universe in which every in nite internal set has the same external cardinality, which is a consequence of IP @ 0 . This can be shown by a simple diagonal argument. Next we prove Theorem 4.5 of R by IP @0 .
Theorem 5 IP @ 0 Suppose that P and Q are two internal linear order without endpoints. There is an order preserving map f : P 7 ,! Q such that f P is co nal in Q.
Proof: Let P 0 and Q 0 be two countable elementary submodels of P and Q respectively. Both P 0 and Q 0 have no endpoints. Let Q 1 be a countable elementary extension of Q 0 such that Q 1 contains a subset Q 2 which is isomorphic to the order of all rational numbers and is co nal in Q 1 . Q 1 can bebuilt by following way.
Let Q be the set of all rational numbers and Q 0 = Q 0 . By induction on n we construct an ! elementary chain hQ n : n 2 !i such that Q n+1 is a countable elementary extension of Q n which satis es all formulas in fc p c q : p; q 2 Q n; n + 1 g and fa c p : a 2 Q n ; p 2 Q n; n + 1 g where c p ; c q for some p; q 2 Q T n; n + 1 are new constants which are not in Q n .
Then let Q 1 = n2! Q n and Q 2 = fc p : p 2 Q 0; +1g: Note that ! many steps are needed because fc p : p 2 Q T n; n + 1 g might not beco nal in Q n+1 . We can also build Q 1 by one step with a simple type omitting argument.
We can now nd a co nal embedding g from P 0 to Q 2 , hence, g co nally embeds P 0 to Q 1 , because P 0 is countable and the order of rational numbers is universal for countable orders. Let us consider P 0 , Q 1 and g as standard objects in the standard universe. and let P 0 , Q 1 and g be their internal versions. Now g P 0 is co nal in Q 1 by transfer principle. Since P P 0 P 0 and Q Q 0 Q 1 Q 1 , there exist isomorphisms i : P = P 0 and j : Q 1 = Q by IP @ 0 . f = j g i is a desired map which maps P co nally into Q. 2 Remark: Corollary 4.6 of R is also a consequence of IP @ 0 .
We need more notations before we go further. Proof of Claim 1: It su ces to show that for every formula 9x x; x 1 ; : : : ; x n and a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 B, if A j = 9x x; a 1 ; : : : ; a n , then there exists a b 2 B such that A j = b; a 1 ; : : : ; a n .
Suppose that a 2 A , B such that A j = a; a 1 ; : : : ; a n . a must be in K , L. Fg ; g = jFf ; f = jx ; g jW jx = g jW jx but x 2 W jx , a contradiction.
H is external because otherwise H would be the least upper bound of j C i n K.
For each x 2 W there exists an such that x jx , hence HjW x = g jW x which i s i n ternal. Now w e h a ve constructed a function H : W ! Z, which is external but the restriction of which t o e v ery initial segment W x is internal. We next translate the graph of H into an internal subset of W, which is the set we want. It is easy to check that j is an isomorphism from A to A. Claim 1: B is an elementary submodel of A. Proof of Claim 1: It su ces to show that for every formula 9x x; x 1 ; : : : ; x n and a 1 ; : : : ; a n 2 B, if A j = 9x x; a 1 ; : : : ; a n , then there exists a b 2 B such that A j = b; a 1 ; : : : ; a n .
Let a 2 A , B such that A j = a; a 1 ; : : : ; a n . Since A j = j a; j a 1 ; : : : ; j a n , j a = b 2 L and j a i = a i for 1 i n, there exists a b 2 B such that A j = b; a 1 ; : : : ; a n . Now let j : A ! A be the isomorphism. Since A j = j a; j a 1 ; : : : ; j a n , j a = b 2 G and j a i = a i for 1 i n, then there exists a b 2 B such that A j = b; a 1 ; : : : ; a n . By applying IP @ 0 there exists an isomorphism j : B ! A. Let = cf N and hn : i be an increasing sequence which is co nal in N. Recall that L is a copy of N. We can consider the elements of L to beall standard or nonstandard natural numbers keep in mind that L and N are disjoint. Let f be an identity" function from its domain f0; : : : ; n , 1g in N to f0; : : : ; n , 1g in L. Let g = jf .
Claim 2: domg i s a n initial segment of N. Proof of Claim 2: Since j should preserve the relations N and R, then domf = f0; : : : ; n , 1g implies domg = f0; : : : ; j n , 1g. hj ,1 n; j ,1 k 1 ; f i 2 Rĥ j ,1 n; j ,1 k 2 ; f i 2 R; which means f j ,1 n = j ,1 k 1 ^f j ,1 n = j ,1 k 2 ; hence j ,1 n = j ,1 k 1 = j ,1 k 2 because f and f are identities" on their domains. Now k 1 = k 2 since j is an isomorphism, a contradiction.
Claim 4: domg = N, rangeg = K and g is an bijection.
Proof of Claim 4: domg = N because hjn : i is increasing and co nal in N and domg = f0; : : : ; j n , 1g.
Let k 2 K and l = j ,1 k 2 L. Then there exists an and n n such that f n = l. That implies g jn = jl = k, hence k 2 rangeg. g is a bijection because every g is a bijection from its domain to its range. Since every formula x of L involves only nitely many symbols. we add only nitely many constants from N S fhig to 0 . Now it is easy to check by induction on the complexity of x that for any a in A, a is true in A i 0 a is true in hB ; ' 1 ; : : : ; ' k ; 1; : : : ; n ; hi"i for 0 and some nite n 2 N, where ' 1 ; : : : ; ' k and 1; : : : ; n are the new constants in 0 .
Pick a n 0 . We w ant to show that A is j j + saturated. Let fa : j jg A and ,x beaconsistent type of hA ; a j j i. We let , 0 x = f 0 x^x 2 A : x 2 ,xg; which is a type of hB ; a j j ; ' ; n n2N ; hi"i. Since ,x is nitely satisable, , 0 x is also nitely satis able. Since and B is j j + saturated, there exists an a 2 A which satis es the type , 0 x, hence hA ; a i j = , a. 2
x4. An open question
We still don't know whether or not Theorem 5.5 of R is a consequence of IP .
